FINDING A STYLISH, DURABLE, AND COMFORTABLE CHAIR IS EASY. ACTUALLY, IT’S A CINCH.
NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWERFUL COMBINATION OF COLOR AND COMFORT.

THIS SAVVY SERIES HAS UNLIMITED POTENTIAL.

The Cinch collection of seating offers stacking chairs, task models, stools, and beam seating. With a broad range of functionality and style, Cinch is ideal for guest spaces, training rooms, cafes, and more. Mix Cinder or Platinum Metallic frames with ten contoured seat and back color options, and you have a palette fit for any space. Use varying colors on the seats and backs to create your own unique style. Add arms for additional support and include an upholstered seat for exceptional comfort. With all of these options, Cinch can be easily transformed from a simple chair to a complete solution.
CREATE THE RIGHT SEATING EXPERIENCE FOR A VARIETY OF SPACES.

Cinch stacking chairs are at home as a guest chair, in a learning space, or any multi-use area. When it’s time to rearrange the room, stack Cinch and use the dolly to easily transport them. Cinch mobile and static stacking chairs are available with or without arms so you can find the right function for your space. The mobile stacking chair features a safety caster to immobilize the chair until the user is fully seated, removing the ability for the chair to slip out from underneath the user.
CINCH IS MORE THAN BOOK SMART.

From libraries and classrooms to resource centers and administrative offices, Cinch’s affinity to education is matched by its flexibility to work wherever it goes. Lightweight, yet sturdy, Cinch can withstand the rigors of education, healthcare, and the daily grind in any office or training environment. Dress up Cinch with functional accessories and tailor it to the space it’s in. Add a hinged tablet arm, in standard or oversized, to create a workspace, or add an optional bookrack for more storage space. Whether Cinch is used as an individual seat or ganged together in a row, it’s a smart solution.
CINCH HAS A LAID-BACK VIBE WITH A GO-GETTER ATTITUDE.

Cinch task chairs combine comfort and mobility, making it a great fit for working spaces, conference rooms, and learning areas. Featuring a height adjustment mechanism, Cinch task chairs offer additional ergonomic support. During those extra-long meetings or training sessions, the optional upholstered seat provides the comfort you desire.
LINE UP AND ENJOY THE VIEW.

Divide spaces, create rows of seating, or control traffic flow by using Cinch beam seating. When durable, multiple seating is needed, Cinch beam is your answer. Add up to five chairs, or a combination of chairs and tables to the beam to create the right mix of functionality for your space. Incorporate optional arms or hinged tablet arms to provide an even more specialized experience. With a focus on durability, comfort, and functionality, Cinch is the right solution.
CINCH RISES TO THE OCCASION, IN MORE THAN ONE WAY.

When you need a bit more height, turn to Cinch task, counter, and bar height stools. The task stool features a height adjustment mechanism and adjustable foot ring to easily accommodate a variety of users. Add optional arms to provide even more support. The counter and bar height stools offer a sleek frame with clean lines and a contoured back. These stool solutions are a great fit for open plan spaces, breakrooms, meeting areas, and more.